
 

 
 

DYNABOOK EXPANDS AFFORDABLE SATELLITE PRO RANGE 

WITH NEW C40 AND UPDATED C50 MODELS 

• New 14” Satellite Pro C40-H delivers optimum mobility functionality for the 
budget-conscious professional or student 

• Refreshed 15” Satellite Pro C50-H equipped with updated performance and 
usability-enhancing features 

• Lowest priced notebooks in dynabook’s portfolio 
 
17 November 2020, Dubai, United Arab Emirates– Today, Dynabook Europe GmbH reveals 
two additions to its Satellite Pro range – the new 14” C40-H, which expertly combines 
affordability and mobility, and an updated 15” model, the C50-H, with new processor, display, 
and memory and storage options. Both devices offer users all the tools for a productive work 
or study day in an easily portable package, without draining the IT budget. The pair feature 
powerful 10th Gen Intel® Core™ processors, DDR4 RAM memory up to 16GB* and fast SSD 
storage options up to 512GB. 
 
Designed for life on the move 
The C40-H has been designed with pure mobility and style in mind. Weighing just 1.55kg 
with a 18.9mm compact form factor, it is easily transportable and its battery life¹ of up to 10 
hours makes it a reliable companion for professionals and students on the move. Featuring 
a narrow bezel design around a non-glare 14” LCD HD or FHD screen, the device offers an 
immersive viewing experience but in a compact footprint, while its sister 15” device boasts 
up to 9.5 hours battery life1 and screen options including a new 250 NIT FHD screen for 
improved brightness. Both devices are equipped with a large keyboard and ClickPad, with 
supporting Precision TouchPad for comfortable typing and navigation all day long, while the 
15” C50 adds a numeric keypad. Both devices also offer an optional SecurePad with 
fingerprint reader.  
 
Despite being budget-friendly laptops, the new models’ distinguished dark blue exterior 
design means the devices don’t compromise on a contemporary look and feel. What’s more, 
painted surfaces on both Satellite Pro devices have also been treated with a special anti-
bacterial paint to protect users from the growth of bacteria. Tested2 at a level of 99.9%, users 
can trust that these surfaces will not be a breeding ground for bacteria. 
 



 

 
 

“We know that IT budgets are limited, especially with the current crisis unfolding, but the 
pressure’s still on for workers and students to stay productive,” said Damian Jaume, President, 
Dynabook Europe GmbH. “That’s exactly why we’ve launched the Satellite Pro C40-H and 
updated the Satellite Pro C50 we launched earlier this year - to ensure that everyone can get 
access to the technology they need to get their work done, at an affordable price point.” 
 
Connect to collaborate  
The C40-H and C50-H are built with a range of ports and connectivity options so users can 
work or learn wherever they choose to be. A USB Type-C port provides charge, connect, 
display and transfer data functions via one port, while two further USB 3.0 ports, a full-size 
HDMI port and Gigabit-LAN port provide further peripheral connectivity. In addition, a micro 
SD card slot accommodates portable storage needs. For further connectivity, an optional 
USB-C dock allows a single click connection to minimise cable clutter and quickly connect a 
user’s favourite peripherals. When it comes to wireless, the C40-H and C50-H are equipped 
with WiFi 802.11 AC and Bluetooth connectivity. 
 
The C40-H and C50-H empower users to stay in touch with customers, colleagues and peers. 
Meeting all of today’s users’ video conferencing needs, the devices are both equipped with 
an HD Webcam, stereo speakers and in-built Cortana-enabled microphone. They also gives 
users the option to pair their own headphones via Bluetooth or through the mic/headphone 
combo slot. 
 
Device-level security 
Defence against increasingly sophisticated cybercriminals is an ongoing challenge for every 
business and one that should be tackled with secure and manageable devices that 
incorporate advanced security features. The C40-H and C50-H are equipped with the 
firmware-based Trusted Platform Module (TPM) 2.0 meaning information is encrypted on the 
device to remove the risk of it being tampered with. In addition, user and admin password 
capabilities prevent unsolicited access, while an optional Kensington lock slot helps prevent 
physical theft.  
  
The Satellite Pro C50-H and C40-H will be available in the Middle East and Africa from 
November 2020 and December 2020 respectively, pending certification. For more 
information about the dynabook range please visit:  
http://me.dynabook.com/generic/business-homepage 
 



 

 
 

* depending on the model (choice of 4GB / 8GB / 16 GB DDR4 3200 MHz) 

¹ measured with Mobile Mark™ 2014. Mobile Mark is a trademark of Business Applications 

Performance Corporation 
2 tested by Japanese Industrial Standards (Z 2801) 
 

-ENDS- 
 
Media Contacts  
For more information on specifications or press images, please contact:  
Emma Rymer, Emma Rymer Communications 
emma@emmarymer.com / +971 (0)50 558 1265 / +44 (0)7979 716804 
 
Connect Online 
Visit our website for the latest product details and specifications and visit our blog for 
additional information. Alternatively, connect with us on our social media channels:  LinkedIn 
and our new Twitter page 
 
About Dynabook Inc. 
Formerly operating as Toshiba Client Solutions Co. Ltd, Dynabook Inc is now wholly owned 
by Sharp Corporation. With over three decades of engineering excellence, Dynabook Inc 
continues to deliver products and solutions of the highest quality and reliability to support 
our partners and customers in achieving their goals 
 
For more information, please visit: http://me.dynabook.com/generic/business-homepage 
 


